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Abstract: Many membrane peptides and protein domains contain functionally important cationic
Arg and Lys residues, whose insertion into the hydrophobic interior of the lipid bilayer encounters
significant energy barriers. To understand how these cationic molecules overcome the free energy
barrier to insert into the lipid membrane, we have used solid-state NMR spectroscopy to determine
the membrane-bound topology of these peptides. A versatile array of solid-state NMR experiments
now readily yields the conformation, dynamics, orientation, depth of insertion, and site-specific
protein–lipid interactions of these molecules. We summarize key findings of several Arg-rich
membrane peptides, including b-sheet antimicrobial peptides, unstructured cell-penetrating
peptides, and the voltage-sensing helix of voltage-gated potassium channels. Our results indicate
the central role of guanidinium-phosphate and guanidinium-water interactions in dictating the
structural topology of these cationic molecules in the lipid membrane, which in turn account for
the mechanisms of this functionally diverse class of membrane peptides.
Keywords: membrane protein; solid-state NMR; antimicrobial peptides; cell penetrating peptides;
structure; dynamics; topology
Introduction
In this review, we will explore the structure and dynamics of cationic membrane peptides and proteins
in lipid bilayers as learned from solid-state NMR.
Although hydrophobic amino acid residues dominate
in large functional membrane proteins, cationic residues such as Arg and Lys are numerous in many
membrane peptides, whose biological functions
require them to disrupt or cross the lipid membrane
(Table I). These peptides include the large family of
immune-defense molecules called antimicrobial pep-
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tides (AMPs)1 and the family of delivery molecules
called cell-penetrating peptides (CPPs),2 which contain 30 to 100% cationic Arg and Lys residues. In
larger membrane proteins rich in hydrophobic residues, sparsely distributed cationic residues have
also been found to play key roles in function. For
example, the voltage-sensing S4 helix of voltagegated potassium channels contains Arg and Lys residues at every third position, which act as the gating
charges that respond to membrane potential changes
to open and close the channels.3
The fascinating fundamental question about
these functionally diverse membrane peptides and
protein domains is how the cationic residues are
imported into and accommodated by the low-dielectric hydrophobic interior of the lipid bilayer against
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Table I. Examples of Arg-Rich Membrane Peptides and Protein Domains
Peptide

Sequence

No. Arg, No. Lys/No. residues

AMP: Protegrin 1
AMP: Tachyplesin I
CPP: HIV TAT(48-60)
CPP: penetratin
CPP: Arg8
KvAP S4 helix

RGGRLCYCRRRFCVCVGR
KWCFRVCYRGICYRRCR
GRKKRRQRRRPPQ
RQIKIWFQNRRMKWKK
RRRRRRRR
LGLFRLVRLLRGLRILLII

6 Arg/18
5 Arg, 1 Lys/18
6 Arg, 2 Lys/13
3 Arg, 4 Lys/16
12 Arg/12
4 Arg/19

the free energy barrier. The free energy (DG) of
insertion of the 20 amino acids from aqueous solution to lipid membranes has been measured using
an endoplasmic reticulum translocon system.4
Although high-resolution details are not provided by
this technique, the resulting equilibrium constants
of partition are qualitatively consistent with the expectation that hydrophobic residues have favorable
(negative) DG of transfer into the lipid bilayer,
whereas polar and charged residues encounter significant barriers. The DG for Arg and Lys was estimated to be þ2.5 to þ 2.7 kcal/mol4 for transfer to
the center of the lipid bilayer where the dielectric
constant is the lowest. Thus, for predominantly cationic AMPs and CPPs, where the cationicity is not
balanced by many hydrophobic residues, it is puzzling how they overcome the free energy barrier to
insert into the center of the membrane, if they
indeed do, and moreover how the solvent, the lipid
bilayer, adapts to these charges. A second question
is how protein insertion into lipid bilayers depends
on the secondary structure. Although a-helices are
stabilized by intramolecular H-bonds, b-strands are
stabilized by intermolecular ones. Thus, the membrane insertion of b-sheet-rich peptides, such as
some AMPs, would suggest oligomerization.5 Even
more unusual is that some highly charged CPPs
such as the HIV TAT peptide are unstructured and
thus do not possess any peptide–peptide H-bonds,6
yet they are extremely facile in crossing the lipid
bilayer. Thus, elucidating the molecular structure
and dynamics of these cationic membrane peptides
and their interaction with the environment is crucial
for understanding their mechanisms of action.
Many molecular dynamics (MD) simulations
have been carried out to understand the mode of
insertion of Arg-rich peptides.7–10 But solid-state
NMR is by far the most direct experimental technique to extract atomic-level structural information
about the peptide–membrane interactions of these
systems. In this article, we will review the solidstate NMR techniques that are now available to
determine the structure and dynamics of membranebound proteins,11–13 then summarize key findings of
several representative AMPs, CPPs, and the voltagesensing S4 helix of a potassium channel. Finally, we
will summarize the common principles of membrane
interactions of these Arg-rich peptides.
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Solid-State NMR Techniques for Studying
Protein–Membrane Interactions
Solid-state NMR is a highly versatile and rich spectroscopic technique that can yield atomic-level information about the conformation, dynamics, orientation, depth of insertion of membrane proteins, and
lipid–protein interactions. Protein conformation,
expressed in terms of (/, w, v) torsion angles, can
now be determined semiquantitatively from 13C and
15
N chemical shifts and ever improving computational methods promise more accurate prediction of
these protein secondary structure from chemical
shifts alone.14 These chemical shifts can now be
measured with multidimensional 13C-13C and
13
C-15N correlation experiments under magic-angle
spinning (MAS) [Fig. 1(a)].15,16 Torsion angles can
also be directly quantified by correlating dipolar
interactions of the relevant bonds17,18 or by measuring internuclear distances.19 Once the secondary
structure is known, the 3D fold of the protein can be
obtained by measuring inter-residue 13C-13C distances using 2D or 3D correlation experiments with
long mixing times.20,21 This full-structure determination approach has been applied to a human
a-defensin, HNP-1.22,23
The monomer 3D structure forms the basis for
determining the oligomeric structure of membrane
proteins. To constrain oligomeric packing, one needs
to have intermolecular distances well beyond the
typical range of 5 Å for NMR. We developed a 19F
spin diffusion NMR approach based on the CODEX
pulse sequence to measure intermolecular distances
up to 15 Å and to determine the oligomeric number
of the membrane protein.24–26 We also extended the
heteronuclear dipolar-coupling technique, REDOR,
to allow measurement of distances from the high-frequency 1H spin to a low-frequency nucleus, so that
distances as long as 8 Å can be detected19,27,28
[Fig. 1(b)].
Static structure only gives partial insight into
membrane protein function. Of equal importance is
molecular motion [Fig. 1(c)]. Both global backbone
motion29–31 and local segmental motions6 are common in antimicrobial and CPPs due to the low molecular weights of these peptides and the fluidity of
the lipid membrane.32 With increasing ability to
detect motion by NMR, it is now recognized that
even larger membrane proteins such as seven
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Figure 1. Summary of different types of membrane protein
structural information that can be obtained from solid-state
NMR. (a) Monomer conformation and 3D fold. (b)
Oligomeric structure. (c) Protein dynamics. (d) Protein
orientation in the membrane. (e) Depth of insertion. (f)
Protein–lipid interactions.

transmembrane (TM)-helix proteins can undergo
motions of sizeable amplitudes on the NMR timescale.33,34 Immobilization of a small polypeptide is
usually a sign of its oligomerization in the membrane, whereas fast uniaxial rotational diffusion is
usually associated with monomeric molecules and
can disrupt lipid packing in the membrane.35
Motional effects manifest in NMR spectra as line
narrowing for fast, submicrosecond, motions,
exchange broadening for intermediate-timescale
motions, and cross peaks between conformationally
different states for slow millisecond motions. The
most robust approach to detect fast motion by NMR
is to measure one-bond CAH and NAH dipolar couplings using 2D separated local field experiments,36
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which resolve the couplings of different sites according to their isotropic chemical shifts. Reduction of
the couplings from their rigid-limit values by an
order parameter S indicates motion with an amplitude y where S  3 cos2 h  1i=2. To distinguish
rigid-body motion from uncorrelated motion, one can
measure whether multiple order parameters are correlated according to the protein conformation. For
example, a-helices that undergo rigid-body uniaxial
rotation around the bilayer normal should exhibit
backbone NAH order parameters that fit to a periodic dipolar wave that depends on the tilt angle of
the helix axis from the bilayer normal.31,37 This relationship between orientation and dynamics has been
exploited to determine the orientation of several
b-sheet AMPs.30,38 Local motions of protein side
chains can reveal protein–lipid interactions. For
example, the order parameters of the long side chain
of Arg residues in the HIV TAT peptide was found to
be the lowest in the middle and higher at the two
ends,6 suggesting stabilization of the guanidinium ion
by salt bridge interaction with the lipid phosphates.
Membrane proteins differ from globular proteins
in that their structure has a topological component,
that is, their orientation and depth of insertion in
the lipid bilayer. Because of the orientation dependence of nuclear spin interactions, solid-state NMR
gives precise information about protein orientation
in the membrane. By aligning lipid membranes either mechanically using glass plates or magnetically
using lipid bicelles, one can measure orientation-dependent NMR dipolar couplings and anisotropic
chemical shifts to report the directions of the bonds
from the magnetic field, which in turn reveal the
orientation of the molecule from the bilayer normal
[Fig. 1(d)].39 Using this approach, and by identifying
the so-called PISA wheel patterns in 2D 15N NMR
spectra,40,41 we have determined the orientation of
the voltage-sensing S4 helix of a potassium chancel
in lipid bicelles.42 Although this oriented-sample
approach is the mainstay of orientation determination by solid-state NMR, because of the dependence
of the order parameters of uniaxially diffusing molecules on molecular orientation, one can now also
determine protein orientation using unoriented liposomes.31,37 In this case, more straightforward MAS
experiments can be applied and the sample preparation is much simpler. This unoriented sample
approach has been demonstrated on a number of
membrane peptides and their assemblies,30,31,37,43
due to the prevalence of uniaxial diffusion of small
and medium membrane proteins.
To determine how deeply membrane proteins
are immersed in the lipid bilayer at physiological
temperature, we have adapted both lipid-to-protein
spin diffusion44,45 and paramagnetic relaxation
enhancement (PRE)46 techniques [Fig. 1(e)].47 The
former correlates the 1H signals of dynamic
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molecules in the membrane sample with 13C signals
of the protein after a 1H spin diffusion period. The
CH2 and CH3 signals of the lipid chains are particularly important as the 1H magnetization source: TM
proteins exhibit strong lipid–protein cross peaks in
less than 100 ms, whereas surface-bound peptides
requires several hundred milliseconds and seconds
to develop cross peaks.45 For immobilized membrane
proteins, this 1H spin diffusion technique gives semiquantitative depth information, because the diffusion coefficients of the lipid matrix and the lipid–
protein interface can be estimated and calibrated.48
For peptides with comparable mobility to the lipids,
distance extraction from 1H spin diffusion is more
difficult at ambient temperature, and the PRE technique provides a good alternative. Mn2þ or other
paramagnetic ions bind to the negatively charged
phosphate groups on the membrane surface and cannot freely penetrate into the membrane.47 These
paramagnetic ions speed up nuclear spin relaxation
in a distance-dependent fashion. Thus, by measuring
the PREs of the peptide signals and compare them
with those of the lipid carbons, whose depths are
well known, one can obtain site-specific depths of
the protein residues from the bilayer surface.47
Moreover, lipid vesicles for which only one surface of
the bilayer is coated with Mn2þ can be prepared to
determine the asymmetry of peptide insertion.49 For
example, with outer-leaflet Mn2þ-bound samples,
peptides that insert only into the outer leaflet of the
bilayer will exhibit stronger PRE effects (less residual intensity) than peptides that are distributed into
both leaflets of the bilayer. Membrane protein
depths can also be examined by measuring 13C-31P
distances from the protein backbone to the lipid 31P,
provided that the lamellar structure of the bilayer
remains intact so that the positions of the 31P atoms
represent a well-defined membrane surface.
Finally, peptide-induced membrane disorder can
be studied using 31P NMR, which is highly sensitive
to the membrane morphology.50 Lamellar fluid
bilayers exhibit a characteristic uniaxial powder pattern of about 40 ppm wide, while small vesicles or
micelles exhibit an isotropic peak at 0 ppm [Fig.
1(f)]. Hexagonal-phase lipids have a twofold narrower uniaxial lineshape that is mirror symmetric
with the lamellar powder pattern. Site-specific interactions between cationic residues and anionic lipid
phosphates can be gleaned from side chain 13C distances to lipid 31P [Fig. 1(f)].51 Water–protein
H-bonding, which may be involved in charge solvation, can be detected using 2D 13C-1H and 15N-1H
correlation experiments.52

Solid-State NMR Studies of AMPs
AMPs are small and predominantly cationic peptides
of the innate immune systems of many animals and
plants.1,53,54 They kill a broad spectrum of microbes,
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from bacteria to fungi and even viruses, while possessing high selectivity between eukaryotic cells and
microbial cells. AMPs as a family exhibit diverse secondary structures. Well-studied a-helical AMPs
include LL37 from humans, magainins from frogs,
and cecropins from insects.1 b-sheet rich AMPs usually contain one to four disulfide bonds. Examples
include protegrins from pigs, tachyplesins from
horseshoe crabs, and defensins from humans and
other mammals.54 AMPs can also adopt random coil
or turn conformations, such as indolicidins from
cows and histatins from humans.
Based on the similar activities of D- and L-amino
acid versions of AMPs, it is known that the principal
mechanism of action of many AMPs is the destruction of the lipid-rich microbial cell membranes,55
because enzyme active sites cannot accommodate
mirror images of peptides, whereas the dynamic
lipid solvent is insensitive to protein chirality. The
protective membranes of bacteria vary with the cell
type. Gram-positive bacteria are coated by a thick
(20–80 nm) but porous peptidoglycan layer56 and a
4-nm phospholipid bilayer, which is the main permeability barrier of the cell. Gram-negative bacteria
are covered by an outer membrane rich in anionic
and bulky lipopolysaccharides (LPS) and an inner
cytoplasmic phospholipid bilayer. Both the LPS-rich
outer membrane and the cytoplasmic membrane
must be crossed and disrupted for AMPs to kill
Gram-negative bacteria.57,58 In addition to phospholipid membranes, other targets of bacteria have also
been found. These include bacterial cell wall precursors such as lipid II59,60 and outer-membrane proteins for cell wall biogenesis.61
For AMPs that disrupt phospholipid and LPS
membranes, four main structural models have been
proposed: barrel stave, toroidal pore, carpet, and inplane diffusion.53,62 The barrel-stave model, proposed based on studies of alamethicin,63,64 posits the
formation of TM water-filled pores lined by the amphipathic peptides. Lipid molecules adopt their normal parallel orientation to the bilayer normal, with
the acyl chains contacting the hydrophobic part of
the amphipathic AMPs. In the carpet model, AMPs
aggregate on the membrane surface; at sufficiently
high concentrations, they thin the membrane and
eventually micellize it. In the toroidal pore model,
the peptides change the orientation of some lipid
molecules so that the two leaflets merge. The resulting water-filled pore is lined by both peptides and
polar lipid headgroups.65,66 Finally, the in-plane diffusion model posits that highly dynamic peptides
undergo rotational diffusion in the membrane plane,
causing transient defects that disrupt the barrier
function.67
These mechanistic models provide readily testable hypotheses because the peptide orientation,
depth of insertion, and dynamics differ significantly
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and can be accurately measured using SSNMR techniques described in ‘‘Solid-State NMR Techniques for
Studying Protein–Membrane Interactions’’ section.
Below we summarize the key structural results for
several disulfide-bonded b-sheet-rich AMPs, which
reveal the mechanistic diversity and common structural elements in this class of AMPs.

Protegrin-1
Protegrin-1 (PG-1) is a hexa-Arg 18-residue b-hairpin AMP constrained by two disulfide bonds (Fig. 2).
It is derived from porcine leukocytes and has broadspectrum antimicrobial activities.57,68,69 The structure–activity relation of PG-1 has been explored
extensively.70 13C and 15N chemical shifts confirmed
the b-strand conformation of the peptide in lipid
membranes71,72 as in solution.73 Dipolar order parameters indicate that except for the short chain
lipid DLPC (12:0), PG-1 is immobilized in lipid membranes with similar thickness as cell membranes,
which contain 16- and 18-carbon chains.71 As a
monomeric 18-residue peptide should undergo fast
rotational diffusion,32 PG-1 immobilization in the
biologically relevant membrane thickness suggests
extensive peptide oligomerization and possible formation of peptide–lipid supramolecular complexes.71
PG-1 also induces membrane disorder in a
thickness-dependent manner: static 31P NMR spectra of both oriented and unoriented samples showed
strong isotropic peaks in POPX (X ¼ C, G, E) membranes but not DLPC membranes.72 The nonlamellar intensities increase with the concentrations of
the peptide and the anionic lipids and decrease upon
the addition of cholesterol.72,74 These trends correlate well with the selective disruption of anionic bacterial cell membranes. 31P 1D and 2D exchange
NMR, which are sensitive to millisecond lipid orientational changes, suggested that PG-1 slowed down
the lipid lateral diffusion and reduced the average
radius of curvature of POPC vesicles by threefold,75
implying that the membrane is fragmented to
smaller vesicles or formed curved morphologies such
as toroidal pores within the bilayer.
The depth and orientation of PG-1 were determined in intact DLPC bilayers using Mn2þ PRE
experiments.47 The two long ends of the elongated
molecule experienced stronger T2 relaxation
enhancements, whereas residues in the middle of
the hairpin are more shielded from the Mn2þ effects.
Thus, PG-1 spans both leaflets of the DLPC
bilayer.47 Comparison with the lipid PREs further
suggested that the DLPC bilayer was thinned by
8–10 Å by PG-1. As DLPC bilayers are already thinner than POPX bilayers, the result suggests even
more severe mismatch with POPX membranes,
which may drive the formation of large-scale
defects.72,74 The PG-1 depth was corroborated by orientation measurements. The 13CO chemical shift
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Figure 2. Amino acid sequence of three disulfide-stabilized
b-sheet AMPs.

tensor in a b-strand is highly sensitive to the orientations of the b-sheet axis and plane. The 13CO and 15N
chemical shift anisotropies (CSAs) of glass-platealigned PG-1 in DLPC bilayers corresponded to a tilt
angle of 55 for the b-strand axis. Thus, the 30-Å long
peptide projects a hydrophobic length of 17 Å onto
the bilayer normal, which is comparable with the
hydrophobic thickness of the DLPC bilayer. The fact
that PG-1 is not more upright may be due to the distribution of the Arg molecules; a tilted b-sheet would
better allow snorkeling of the Arg side chains to the
two membrane surfaces than an upright b-sheet.
In POPX membranes, PG-1 is immobilized, suggesting aggregation. The precise oligomeric structure was examined using 19F spin diffusion and
REDOR experiments. In the anionic bacteria-mimetic POPE/POPG membrane, 1H-13C and 13C-19F
REDOR data indicated that the b-hairpins align in
parallel with two C-terminal strands in H-bonding
distance of each other.76 19F spin diffusion data confirmed this result and further showed that the Nterminal strands also pack together but more loosely.
Each 19F label existed in a two-spin cluster within
the 15-Å upper limit of the technique.77 Thus, the
basic unit of PG-1 assembly is a NCCN dimer, which
further associates into a . . .NCCNNCCN. . . oligomer
that likely wraps onto itself to form a b-barrel. Leakage assays suggested an inner diameter of about 20
Å for PG-1 formed pores, delineating the size of the
b-barrel. Lipid–protein 1H spin diffusion indicates
that the b-barrel is TM, in close contact with the
lipid chains [Fig. 3(a)].
In eukaryote-mimetic POPC/cholesterol membranes, the topology and oligomeric structure of PG1 differ dramatically from the anionic membrane situation. The peptide forms at least tetramers, which
are no longer inserted into the membrane, as manifested by slow 1H spin diffusion from the lipid
chains.77 Thus, PG-1 is prevented from inserting
into the cholesterol-rich host cell membranes due to
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Figure 3. The topology of Arg-rich membrane peptides reveals their mechanisms of action. The side views of the peptide
structure and topology in the membrane are shown in the top row, whereas the bottom row shows either the peptide
structure motif or the top view of the membrane-bound topology. (a) PG-1 forms TM b-barrels that cause toroidal pore
defects in POPE/POPG membranes. Four to five PG-1 dimers comprise the barrel, which has an inner diameter of 20 Å. (b)
TP-I binds to the interface of anionic lipid membranes and undergoes fast uniaxial diffusion to cause membrane defects. (c)
HNP-1 dimers form TM pores where each dimer is oriented with the hydrophobic basket bottom facing the lipids and the
hydrophilic top facing the pore. R25 is closest among the four Arg residues to the membrane surface. The monomer structure
as determined by solid-state NMR is shown at the bottom. (d) The S4 helix of the KvAP voltage-sensing domain is inserted
across the membrane with a 40 tilt angle and thins the membrane to stabilize the gating Arg molecules. The distribution of
the Arg residues is shown in the helical wheel diagram at the bottom.

the membrane rigidity and negative curvature
imparted by cholesterol.
The lipid structure around the PG-1 b-barrels in
the POPE/POPG membrane was probed using
13
C-31P REDOR experiments.51 For the first time,
short Arg Cf-P distances (4.0–5.7 Å) were found,
indicating H-bonding of the guanidinium with the
phosphates. This short distance was true even for an
Arg residue in the middle of the TM b-strand. Combined with the fact that two consecutive residues in
the middle of the N-terminal strand have the same
short Ca-P distances (6.5 Å), these results indicate
that the local 31P plane is parallel to the TM b-hairpin, which means that some lipid head groups are
embedded in the hydrophobic part of the membrane,
which is precisely the signature of the toroidal pore
morphology66,78 [Fig. 3(a)].
We further probed the nature of the guanidinium-phosphate interaction by mutating the Arg
molecules to dimethylated Arg molecules (Argmm),
which removed two possible H-bond donors.30 If electrostatic attraction is the only factor causing the
Arg-phosphate interaction, then dimethylation
should have no effect on PG-1 structure and activity.
Instead, Argmm-PG-1 has threefold weaker antimicrobial activities and has significantly altered structure in the membrane30: it is uniaxially mobile and
thus no longer highly oligomerized in the membrane.
Based on backbone order parameters, we determined
the orientation of Argmm-PG-1: it ‘‘slices’’ into the
membrane like a knife, with the b-strand axis
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roughly perpendicular to the bilayer normal.30 This
dynamic ‘‘molecular knife’’ motif may explain the
partial retention of the antimicrobial activity, since
it has been found in other antimicrobial molecules.43
Thus, H-bonding indeed contributes to stabilization
of the guanidinium-phosphate complex.
The sequence dependence of PG-1 structure in
the membrane has been examined. The disulfide
bonds are important in so far as it maintains the
amphipathic structure of the b-hairpin. Removal of
the disulfide bonds by Cys-Ala mutations yielded a
random coil peptide that no longer disrupted the
lipid membrane.79 Decreasing the Arg density weakened the antimicrobial activity70 and caused a mutant that no longer inserted fully into anionic membranes, in contrast to the wild-type peptide.80
We recently also investigated the interaction of
PG-1 and a charge-reduced mutant with LPS-rich
membranes versus regular phospholipid membranes.81 Although PG-1 is active against both Grampositive and Gram-negative bacteria, the chargereduced mutant is inactive against Gram-negative
bacteria, which contain the LPS-rich outer membrane. Depth measurements indicate that PG-1 spans
the LPS-rich membrane and causes TM pores without
lipid orientational change. These pores may allow a
conduit for more peptide to cross into the cytoplasmic
membrane to kill the cells. In comparison, the chargereduced mutant is only partially inserted in the LPSrich membrane, thus accounting for its inactivity
against Gram-negative bacteria.
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Tachyplesin-I
Tachyplesin I (TP-I) is a horseshoe crab-derived bhairpin AMP with an analogous sequence to PG-1.82
The main difference lies in the distribution of the
Arg residues: they are interspersed with the hydrophobic residues in TP-I but segregated from the nonpolar ones in PG-1 (Fig. 2).12 31P spectra of samples
aligned on glass plate showed sensitive dependence
of the TP-I-induced disorder on the membrane composition: the peptide caused no disorder to POPC/
POPG (3:1) bilayers but both isotropic and powder
intensities in POPE/POPG samples.83 As POPE is
the main zwitterionic lipid in bacteria membranes
and has a smaller headgroup than POPC, this selective disordering is consistent with the peptide activity and suggests the role of curvature induction in
TP-I action.
Unlike PG-1, we directly measured and confirmed the b-hairpin structure of TP-I to address
inconsistent prior solution NMR results that showed
the N- and C-terminal chains to be straight bstrands at low DPC concentrations but curved in the
middle of each strand at high DPC concentrations.84
In DMPC/DMPG bilayers, the (/, w) torsion angles
of Val6 were measured using dipolar correlation
experiments and were found to be (133 , 142 ),
whereas Cys7 (/, w) angles were determined
through a Val6 13CO–Phe8 15N distance to also correspond to the b-strand conformation.85 Thus, the
N-terminal chain adopts ideal b-strand conformation
without a kink, supporting the low-DPC bound
structure. For comparison, the Gly10 / angle was
85 or 85 , confirming its i þ 2 position in the
b-turn tip.
How is TP-I inserted into the anionic lipid membrane? The backbone 13C distances to 31P were
measured to be 7 Å, and peptide cross peaks with
lipid CH2 did not reach plateau within 100 ms but
continued to grow at longer mixing times.85 Thus,
TP-I is partially inserted into the anionic lipid membrane [Fig. 3(b)], which differs from PG-1 and suggests that the interspersed nature of the basic and
hydrophobic residues limits TP-I insertion. In this
way, the Arg residues may be stabilized in the intermediate dielectric environment of the membrane–
water interface.
To understand how the partially inserted TP-I
achieves its antimicrobial activity, we compared its
structure and dynamics with two Cys mutants with
different activities: TPF4, where all four Cys molecules were mutated to Phe, was similarly active as
TP-I, whereas TPA4 has much weaker activities. We
found that the active TPF4 and the inactive TPA4
both adopt a straight b-strand conformation without
a turn, and TPA4 has similar insertion depth as TPI. Thus, neither conformation nor depth correlates
with the activity profile of the three peptides.35
Instead, the mobility profile does. The active TP-I
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and TPF4 both show fast segmental and global
motions in the membrane, whereas TPA4 is immobilized. These dynamic differences were observed from
temperature-dependent 13C intensities, motionally
averaged couplings, and spin relaxation times.35
These data suggest that TP-I and TPF4 disrupt the
lipid membrane by in-plane diffusion, where the
interfacial-located peptides diffuse around the
bilayer normal to cause membrane defects.35 [Fig.
3(b)]. In comparison, TPA4 is immobilized by aggregation and lies on the membrane surface, which is
the first stage in the carpet model of antimicrobial
activity. The relative activities thus suggest that the
in-plane diffusion mechanism is more effective in
disrupting lipid membranes than the carpet mechanism, because the latter requires a higher amount of
peptides.

Human a-defensin
Defensins are larger disulfide-bonded AMPs than
PG-1 and TP-I; they typically contain three bstrands linked by short segments of other secondary
structures. Depending on their disulfide linkage patterns, defensins are categorized into a-, b-, and yfamilies.54 Humans have six a-defensins, whose crystal structures have been solved in the absence of
lipid-mimetic solvents.86,87 The proteins crystallize
into basket-shaped dimers with a polar top and a
nonpolar base. Based on this structure, several
membrane-binding models were proposed, including
wedge, dimer pore, general pore,86 and multimeric
pore.88 Recently, methods for recombinant expression of correctly folded defensins became available,89
facilitating high-resolution structural studies of
these proteins in membrane-mimetic environments.
We carried out full structure determination of
one of the six human a-defensins, HNP-1, using
multidimensional solid-state NMR of uniformly 13C,
15
N-labeled protein.22 Experiments on microcrystalline, lipid-free, HNP-1 were conducted to resolve and
assign all protein signals. Two-dimensional and
three-dimensional correlation experiments, now
standard in MAS NMR,90,91 allowed the full assignment of HNP-1 resonances. Three-dimensional
13
C-13C-13C correlation spectra then provided the
crucial inter-residue distances to constrain the 3D
fold92 [Fig. 3(c)]. The NMR structure not only
showed the same disulfide-constrained fold as the
crystal structures but also indicated differences from
HNP-386 in the conformation of the rigid loop connecting the first and second b-strands.22 This loop
conformation is also variable among different defensin crystal structures, suggesting it may be caused
by sequence differences among a-defensins.22
On reconstitution into DMPC/DMPG bilayers,
HNP-1 exhibited much broader line widths, indicating lipid-induced conformational heterogeneity. But
the peak positions remain largely unchanged from
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the microcrystalline state, indicating that the average conformation of the protein is unperturbed by
lipid binding, which is expected for this disulfide-stabilized protein.23 The main exception is the R25 and
I21 in the turn between the second and third bstrands, whose side chain signals became stronger
in the membrane-bound state, suggesting immobilization by membrane binding. In contrast to the
smaller PG-1 and TP-I, HNP-1 caused little membrane orientational disorder. 1H spin diffusion from
the lipid chains to the protein is rapid, indicating
that HNP-1 inserts across the membrane in a TM
fashion, which rules out the wedge model. Analysis
of 13C-31P distances for the four Arg molecules and
the water–protein 1H spin diffusion profile led to the
conclusion that the HNP-1 dimer is oriented with
the hydrophobic basket bottom facing the lipids and
the polar top facing the aqueous pore, such that R25
is the closest Arg to the membrane surface 31P23
[Fig. 3(c)]. This topology explains the R25 immobilization seen in the 2D 13C correlation spectrum. The
aqueous pore thus formed by the membrane-spanning protein should depolarize the bacterial cell.
Recent reports also suggest that HNP-1 may interact with bacterial cell wall precursors such as lipid
II60 to achieve its antimicrobial function.

Cell-Penetrating Peptides
Biological activities
Efficient intracellular delivery of bioactive molecules
such as proteins, DNA, and nanoparticles is therapeutically important but difficult to achieve due to
the impermeable nature of cell membranes. CPPs,
also called protein transduction domains, are a family of small and highly cationic peptides that are
readily internalized into cells while tethered to large
macromolecular cargos by electrostatic interactions
or covalent bonds (Fig. 4).2,93–95 Two of the most
studied CPPs are the transactivating transcriptional
activator (TAT) of HIV-1 virus96,97 and the penetratin peptide of the Antennapedia homeodomain of
Drosophilia.98 Other protein-derived or chemically
synthesized CPPs such as polyarginines have also
been characterized.99,100 Because of the highly
charged nature of CPPs, the same free-energy question for AMPs is also relevant for CPPs. Structural
studies of CPPs when bound to lipid membranes
thus provide valuable insights into their mechanism
of membrane translocation. We summarize below
our SSNMR findings of penetratin and HIV TAT.

Dynamic and unstructured nature of
membrane-bound CPPs
In contrast to AMPs, which mostly have well-defined
and amphipathic structures, neither penetratin nor
HIV TAT exhibit canonical secondary structures in
the lipid bilayer. TAT was already known to exist as
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Figure 4. CPP-mediated intracellular delivery of therapeutic
cargos.

a random coil in aqueous and organic solutions101;
nevertheless, its random conformation in the lipid
bilayer was surprising,6 because many peptides acquire H-bonded secondary structures on membrane
binding.102 The conformation of penetratin was
known to depend on the environment; it is random
coil in water, a-helical in SDS micelles,103 and a-helical, random coil or b-sheet in lipid-mimetic solvents
depending on the thickness and anionic content of
the membrane.104–106
Chemical shifts indicate that in anionic bilayers,
penetratin conformation depends on the temperature; in the gel phase the peptide exhibits b-sheet
13
C and 15N shifts while at physiological temperature it exhibits coil or turn chemical shifts.107 This
unusual sheet!coil conformational change occurs in
saturated DMPC/DMPG and unsaturated POPC/
POPG membranes, is reversible with temperature,
and occurs at a range of peptide/lipid molar ratios.
Thus, it is an intrinsic property of the peptide. Analysis of the peak intensities of the two states indicated that the sheet!coil transition is entropically
driven; a positive enthalpy change of þ0.89 kcal/mol
is countered by a positive entropy change of þ3.1
cal/(mol K).107 At high temperature, the backbone
exhibits low order parameters of 0.23–0.52.107 However, among five examined residues, one residue,
Arg10, retained the b-strand torsion angles at high
temperature and exhibited a nearly rigid-limit CaHa order parameter (SCH ¼ 0.92).108 This difference
suggests that Arg molecules, due to their interactions with lipid phosphates, may stabilize the conformation of the otherwise coil or turn-rich penetratin.
The dynamic structure is even more pronounced
for membrane-bound HIV TAT.6 Not only do TAT
chemical shifts correspond to the random coil conformation but also the line widths are extremely narrow at high temperature (0.3 ppm for 13C) and
broadened (4.5 ppm for 13C) to include a large
range secondary shifts at low temperature. This random coil conformation was corroborated by
extremely low backbone order parameters (0.14–
0.20) and the resolution of 1JCH couplings in 2D
1
H-13C correlation spectra measured without 1H
homonuclear decoupling. Thus, HIV TAT is arguably
the first clear documented case of a membranebound random coil peptide. The fact that both
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penetratin and HIV TAT are highly dynamic and
unstructured suggests that this state may be relevant for membrane translocation, which is supported
by other data summarized below.

Depth of insertion of CPPs and weak
membrane perturbation
To understand how the cationic CPPs cross the lipid
membrane, we measured the insertion depths using
PRE, 13C-31P REDOR, and 1H spin diffusion experiments. One-side PRE was developed to determine
both the depth and symmetry of penetratin insertion
in liquid-crystalline membranes49 [Fig. 5(a,b)]. An
electroporation model had suggested that at low concentrations CPPs bind to the outer leaflet of the
bilayer, causing a TM electric field that alters membrane curvature. At sufficiently high concentrations,
electroporation-like
membrane
permeabilization
occurs, driving peptide translocation and relieving
the curvature stress.109 The T2 PREs of outer-surface Mn2þ indicate that penetratin retains more
than 60% of the intensity at P/L ¼ 1:40, thus the
peptide is distributed in both leaflets of the bilayer
already at low concentrations.49 The peptide backbone exhibits 13C-31P distances 6.9–8.2 Å, indicating
an interfacial location. Therefore, penetratin is
inserted into both leaflets of the bilayer but is far
from the membrane center [Fig. 5(c)]. The one-side
PRE technique was also recently applied to an antimicrobial arylamide to reveal its interfacial
binding.43
1
H spin diffusion was used to measure the depth
of HIV TAT in DMPC/DMPG bilayers.6 Although
mobile peptides generally do not lend themselves
well to quantitative depth extraction using this technique, due to the difficulty of estimating the diffusion coefficients, qualitative depth information can
still be obtained based on the observation of lipid–
peptide cross peaks. TAT exhibited strong water
cross peaks and, despite its nearly isotropic mobility
and hence inefficient spin diffusion, weak but clear
lipid-chain cross peaks with the peptide were
observed within a short mixing time of 144 ms.
Thus, the peptide is bound inside the membrane,
likely in the glycerol backbone region [Fig. 5(d)].
Indeed, TAT binding enhanced 1H spin diffusion
from water to the lipid head groups in POPE/POPG
membranes, also ruling out an external surface location. All polar residues with exchangeable protons
such as Lys4, Gln7, and Arg8 showed strong water
cross peaks, indicating stabilization of the charged
residues by peptide–water interactions.
Static 31P NMR line shapes showed that, in contrast to PG-1 and TP-I, penetratin and TAT did not
create isotropic or hexagonal phase peaks, but only
increased the powder intensities in glass-plate
aligned samples.43,49 Static 2H spectra showed no
changes in the 2H quadrupolar splittings of the lipid
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Figure 5. Depth of insertion of CPPs. (a) One-side PRE of
large unilamellar vesicles. Orange: lipids. Blue: water. Mn2þ
ions are distributed only on the outer surface of the lipid
vesicles. (b) Double normalized intensity of Mn2þ-bound
POPC/POPG membranes. 31P intensities are roughly halved
in a one-side Mn2þ sample (inset) as expected. Carbons
more embedded in the membrane experience less T2
relaxation enhancement and thus exhibit higher intensities.
Red: one-side Mn2þ-bound samples. Black: two-side Mn2þbound samples. (c) Depth of penetratin in POPC/POPG
membranes (P/L ¼ 1:15) from one-side PRE and 13C-31P
distances.49 (d) Depth of HIV TAT in DMPC/DMPG
membranes (P/L ¼ 1:15) from 1H spin diffusion and 13C-31P
distances.6

acyl chains on peptide binding. Therefore, the lamellar order of the lipid membrane was intact, consistent with the generally nondisruptive nature of
CPPs.

Different roles of Arg and Lys in membrane
translocation
Penetratin and HIV TAT contain 38 and 62% cationic residues, respectively (Table I), and thus are
ideal for studying the roles of Arg and Lys in membrane translocation. Figure 6 summarizes key
13
C-31P distances measured in the two peptides.6,108
Penetratin exhibits short side chain 13C-31P distances of 4.2 and 4.0 Å from Arg10 Cf and Lys13 Ce,
respectively, whereas the neutral side chains of Ile3
has much longer distances.108 Therefore, short
13
C-31P distances are specific to cationic side chains
due to charge neutralization and H-bonding.
It is well documented that CPP analogs where
Arg molecules were replaced by Lys molecules have
lower translocation efficiencies.111 For example, the
uptake efficiency of an all-Arg analog of penetratin
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Figure 6. 13C-31P distances and order parameters of several residues in membrane-bound penetratin (a–c) and TAT (d). (a)
Arg10 Cf-P distance in DMPC/DMPG-bound penetratin. (b) Lys13-phosphate distance in DMPC/DMPG bound penetratin. (c)
Longer Ile3 13C-31P distances in penetratin indicate no interaction between neutral residues and lipid headgroups. (d)
Guanidinium-phosphate and guanidinium-water interactions of Arg8 in DMPC/DMPG bound TAT. All distances were
measured in gel-phase membranes while dipolar order parameters were measured in the liquid-crystalline phase.

was higher than the wild-type peptide, which contains three Arg molecules and four Lys molecules,
whereas an all-Lys analog had lower translocation
abilities.111 Thus, the similarly short 13CA31P distances of Arg10 and Lys13 side chains were at first
puzzling. However, these distances were measured
in the gel-phase membrane to freeze lipid motions.
In the fluid phase, Arg10 guanidinium exhibited
much higher order parameters (SNH ¼ 0.3) than the
Lys13 ammonium (SNH < 0.1), indicating that the
Lys-phosphate interaction is weaker at physiological
temperature where membrane translocation occurs,
due to the mobility of the ammonium group and the
poorly directed nature of its H-bonds.
Similarly, short Arg8 Cf-31P distance was
detected for HIV TAT in DMPC/DMPG bilayers [Fig.
6(d)].6 Interestingly, the guanidinium-phosphate
interaction caused a nonmonotonic order parameter
profile of the side chain; the order parameters
decreased from Na (SNH ¼ 0.20) to Cd (SCH ¼ 0.08)
and then increased to Ng (SNH ¼ 0.30), thus confirming the presence of stabilizing salt bridge
interactions.

Free energy of CPP insertion into lipid
membranes
The classical Wimley–White interfacial scale has
been used to estimate the free energy of transferring
an amino acid from water to the membrane–water
interface.112 Based on this scale, the insertion of
TAT from water to the membrane–water interface
would require a high energy of 9 kcal/mol. However, the actual energy barrier for TAT binding to
anionic membranes is almost certainly much lower,
because the Wimley–White interfacial scale was
derived for neutral POPC bilayers and thus does not
include electrostatic attraction between cationic peptides and anionic lipids. Indeed, calorimetric studies
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of the binding energy of HIV TAT to 25% anionic
membranes113,114 reported a favorable free energy of
5.2 kcal/mol and 80% of which was estimated to be
due to electrostatic interaction. In addition to electrostatic attraction, H-bonding of the guanidinium
ions to the lipid phosphates and water, as detected
in the NMR spectra,6 must further contribute to the
stabilization of TAT at the membrane–water interface. Each guanidinium ion can form up to five Hbonds with lipid phosphates and water. Thus the
hexa-Arg TAT could gain up to 15 kcal/mol favorable free energy.107 We hypothesize that these two
contributions overcome the Born repulsion and
account for the facile insertion of this highly charged
peptide into the lipid membrane.

Mechanism of CPP translocation
Much of the debate about the mechanism of action
of CPPs centers on whether cellular uptake proceeds
via direct membrane crossing, endocytosis, or other
transient vesicle-mediated routes. The endocytosis
mechanism was proposed based on the observation
that cellular uptake of CPPs in living cells is temperature and energy-dependent115; however such
temperature sensitivity should also occur in membrane-mediated cellular uptake. Even if the endocytotic pathway is operative, a CPP may still need to
cross the endosomal membrane to enter the cytoplasm. An earlier inverse micelle model116 can be
ruled out by the lack of isotropic signals in static 31P
NMR spectra.49 A membrane-crossing mechanism
for CPPs was supported by MD simulations8,117 and
by the solid-state NMR data summarized here. The
CPP interaction with lipids is unique in many ways
among membrane peptides. The high cationic density has several consequences. First, it drives CPP
binding to the membrane surface,113,114 after which
Arg-phosphate
interactions
facilitate
peptide
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insertion into the membrane by minimizing the exposure of the charged residues to the hydrophobic
interior. Second, the Arg clusters can strongly interact with lipid headgroups on the distal surface of
the bilayer to drive translocation. Third, the high
charge density removes any amphipathic structure,
thus, preventing the peptide from forming long-lasting supramolecular complexes with lipids that would
prevent its further entry into the cell. The unstructured CPPs stabilize their backbone polar groups by
forming transient intermolecular H-bonds with the
lipid phosphates and water.6 Thus, the much higher
conformational dynamics and the unstructured nature of TAT and penetratin compared with most
AMPs are likely functionally relevant and distinguish them from AMPs, which seemingly have similar amino acid sequences.

Arg-Rich Voltage-Sensing Helix of a Potassium
Channel
The opening and closing of voltage-gated potassium
channels are controlled by several conserved Arg residues at every third position in the S4 helix of the voltage-sensing domain (VSD).118,119 The interaction of
these Arg molecules with the lipid membrane has
been of strong interest for understanding the atomic
mechanisms of voltage-gated ion channels. A paddle
model based on the crystal structure suggested that
the gating Arg molecules interact directly with the
lipids,3 whereas the canaliculi model proposed that
the Arg molecules were shielded by acidic residues in
other TM helices of the VSD.120
We determined the orientation and insertion
depth of a peptide corresponding to the S4 helix of a
potassium channel, KvAP, in lipid bilayers using both
oriented-sample and MAS NMR.42 Two-dimensional
experiments correlating the 15N CSAs with NAH
dipolar couplings of magnetically aligned S4 peptide
revealed a tilt angle of 40 and one of two possible
rotation angles differing by 180 [Fig. 3(d)]. Remarkably, this orientation is nearly identical to that in the
intact VSD,121 suggesting that interactions between
S4 and the other helices of the VSD may not be essential for the membrane topology of the gating domain.
13
C-31P distances from the peptide backbone to lipid
31
P suggested that DMPC/DMPG bilayers are
thinned by 9 Å at the peptide binding site, which
translates to 2-Å average thinning of the entire membrane when the peptide/lipid ratio was taken into
account.42 This result is consistent with neutron diffraction of the KvAP VSD.122 REDOR experiments
further indicate that the second Arg has a short Cf
distance of 4.6 Å to the lipid 31P, thus the same guanidinium-phosphate interaction seen in AMPs and
CPPs also exist in the S4 helix. This topology and
lipid–peptide interaction suggest that the S4 amino
acid sequence plays a more important role than previously thought for determining the membrane topol-
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ogy of the gating segment, possibly without requiring
interhelical protein–protein interactions. The tilted
orientation of the S4 helix is reminiscent of the orientation of PG-1 in DLPC bilayers,72 despite their different secondary structures, and suggests that the
need for Arg molecules to snorkel to the membrane
surface may in general disfavor a more upright orientation in the membrane.

Concluding Remarks
The above survey shows that while cationic membrane peptides and protein domains encompass a
large number of functionally diverse molecules with
different mechanisms of action, there do exist common atomic and molecular structural features. One
common structural feature is that Arg residues form
electrostatically and H-bonded complexes with lipid
phosphates. Existence of such guanidinium-phosphate salt bridges has been experimentally identified
by both distance and dynamic NMR results. These
complexes likely have the stoichiometry of two phosphates per guanidinium ion, although it has not been
directly proved. Mutation of the Arg molecules significantly altered the function of one AMP and is known
to be debilitating for voltage-gated potassium channels. Another general interaction, Arg-water H-bonding, has also be experimentally verified, for example
for TAT and PG-1, based on 2D 1H-13C and 1H-15N
correlation NMR.6,52 These two interactions can
effectively make the free energy of insertion of these
cationic peptides favorable (negative).
Our solid-state NMR studies also suggest that
the strongest membrane perturbation is caused by
peptides with intermediate cationic charge densities
and with an amphipathic structure (Table I). At
higher Arg densities, peptides such as CPPs become
less structured and more dynamic and cause little
orientational disorder to the membrane. At lower
Arg densities, peptides such as KvAP S4 [Fig. 3(d)]
and HNP-1 [Fig. 3(c)] also become less perturbing to
the membrane and instead exhibit local interactions
between the charged residues and lipid headgroups.
How exactly Arg molecules and Lys molecules dictate the topology of this third class of peptides is
subtler and future investigations may give more
insights into the structural principles behind these
systems. Overall, the cationic residues play a significant and possibly central role in dictating the membrane-bound topology of the peptides. Together with
the oligomeric structure and dynamics, they underlie the mechanism of action of this large class of
membrane peptides and protein domains.
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